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Gymkhana—Competitive Games on Horseback! 
 
As you enter the arena you feel the excitement. Your horse wants the same thing you 
do, to run the pattern smoothly with your best time. The thrill you feel when you and 
your horse have just finished a perfect pattern is incredible. You’ve just accomplished 
a major goal that you set for yourself, the crowd roars their approval and all your hard 
work has paid off! 
 
In the division A booklet, we helped you discover the building blocks that are 
necessary to compete in 4-H Gymkhana events. In this booklet we hope to 
guide you in the selection of your gymkhana horse, show you how to choose the 
proper equipment and protective gear for your horse, and build sound condition-
ing and training plans that will keep you and your horse in peak condition for the 
demands of competition. 
 
Selection of your gymkhana horse: 
 
You don’t have to go out and buy a new horse to use for Gymkhana. A good 
gymkhana horse is one with good conformation because good conformation 
includes clean movement, balance and little to no interference or injury. 
When checking a horse to determine if it can be used for speed events get 
in the saddle. Work the horse in an enclosed arena. Does the horse have 
speed? Is the horse willing to stop and turn when you ask it? What is its 
temperament like? How does the horse recover physically and emotionally 
from a workout? 
 
An older, more experienced horse would be good for the beginning competi-
tor as their skills offset each other. The experienced rider may be able to 
handle the younger horse, with the realization that it’s going to take a lot 
of time and patience to get the same results. 
 
Consider how much training the horse has had. Are you looking for a trained 
horse that you can enjoy and learn together with or are you looking for a 
horse with the potential to be a winner that you can take from start to fin-
ish? Compare the horses training with your own and make sure you’re com-
patible. An inexperienced rider will have a longer time reaching the top with 
an inexperienced horse since both will be learning together. The important 
thing is to have fun on your way to the finish line, so pick a horse that you 
can have fun with. 
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